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How to Disciple Men (Short and Sweet)
Something Short and Sweet, H. E. Bates's sixth collection first published in 1937,
demonstrates his mastery of character and form. Richard Church, writing in John
O'London's Weekly, stated that this collection confirmed his belief that Bates "is an
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immortalHere is a creative artist whose technique in the art of the short story is
comparable with that of the great masters in this form." The title story explores the
intricacies of the relationship between a forty-year-old evangelist and his twentyyear-old assistant. 'Cloudburst' and 'Spring Snow' are vignettes of human struggle
in a rural context, similar to much of Bates's earlier work. 'Finger Wet, Finger Dry'
and 'The Sow and Silas' continue Bates's success with the antics of Uncle Silas. The
Morning Post commented that "each story stands out individual and distinctIn each
the theme has been worked over, walked round, sifted, considered, a stance as
viewpoint selected, the ultimate significance determined."

Short and Sweet, Sweet and Sour
Short and Sweet
Gale Gand's Short + Sweet
Short and Sweet
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This book isn't for everyone. It's fairly, well, weird. However, we like weird, and we
have found that most students do, too. "Short and Sweet" is a book of 28
reproducible creative writing activities. The activities help students stretch their
imaginations and have fun with writing at the same time. Activities in "Short and
Sweet" include: Endangered Pumpkins; 1-900-PIMPLES; and Tabloid Times.Most
activities can be completed in less than a class period, with time left over for
sharing. You can stop there or go on to let students complete more finished,
polished works. For grades 5-9, but many older students will enjoy the book as
well.

Something Short and Sweet
Your Microlearning Primer Microlearning. Is it a text message or a video? Does it
need to be shorter than five minutes? Do you just “chunk” a longer course into
smaller pieces? Find the answers to these and other questions in this concise,
comprehensive, and first-of-its-kind resource that will accommodate the most- and
least-informed about microlearning. Gleaning insights from research, theory, and
practice, authors Karl M. Kapp and Robyn A. Defelice debunk the myths around
microlearning and present their universal definition. In Microlearning: Short and
Sweet, they go beyond the hypothetical and offer tips on putting microlearning into
action. Recognizing what makes microlearning effective is critical to avoiding
costly, wasteful investments in the latest learning trend or newest shiny object.
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Only by understanding the nuances behind it can you decide what format and style
suits your needs. Whether you are creating an individual product or a series of
learning solutions, you need to follow a well-designed plan. This book guides
readers through how, when, and why to design, develop, implement, and evaluate
microlearning. Case studies punctuate what works and what doesn’t. User-friendly
and highly accessible, this book is a must-have for instructional designers and
anyone interested in microlearning.

Short and Sweet
A collection of dessert recipes that can be created with a minimum of ingredients
and preparation time includes a variety of classic favorites, restaurant fare, and kidfriendly options, from Carrot Cake and Banana Bisque to Cookieburgers and Peanut
Butter Worms. 30,000 first printing.

The Case of the Stinky Stench
Short and Sweet
This is a collection of all the short plays I have written in my career; which is a total
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of five. The themes vary widely from "The Lady on the Road" from an encounter
between two American Sailors in the jungles of the West Indian Country of Grenada
and the infamous Caribbean witch Ligibliss to a story of a senior citizen fantasying
about "the Garden of Nirvana" in his single bedroom. In the "Blue Mirror Review"
three innocent young women desperate for employment after losing their jobs to
returning World War II soldiers who are being groomed by an agent of the devil to
become nightclub singers. The final two plays are The Ant in the Sugar Bowl which
is a three-way love affair story and finally Mr. Ding Dong Daddy about an
seemingly senior Lothario and the confrontation he has with one of his "lady
friends" daughter .

Short and Sweet
Kid's World of Stories
a collection of short and sweet stories mainly for your kids.read and get lost in this
small world of stories.

Short and Sweet
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Short and Sweet Stories
A thoroughly delicious picture book about the funniest "food fight!" ever! Lady
Pancake and Sir French Toast have a beautiful friendship—until they discover that
there'sONLY ONE DROP of maple syrup left. Off they go, racing past the Orange
Juice Fountain, skiing through Sauerkraut Peak, and reeling down the linguini. But
who will enjoy the sweet taste of victory? And could working together be better
than tearing each other apart? The action-packed rhyme makes for an adrenalinefilled breakfast . . . even without a drop of coffee!

Five Plays - Short and Sweet in Color
The James Beard Award-winning former columnist for Bon Appétit introduces a
collection of simple and sophisticated dessert recipes that can be prepared in less
than half an hour, including such treats as Peanut Butter Mousse, Hot Fudge
Pudding Cake, Raspberry-White Chocolate Souffle, and more. Reprint.

Short and Sweet
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"The idea of this book is to provide all students with a variety of writing genres in
small quantities both creative and factual writing and caters for all abilities"--Back
cover.

Short and Sweet 2
The stories that I offer you, are a compilation of many subjects, thoughts and
emotions. They are, when viewed in their entirety, a veritable snapshot of my life
on this planet. There are stories that have happy endings and, alas, many with sad
conclusions. There are many animal, nature and sports stories and, best of all,
stories about aquatic life (fish). As I have encountered life’s mysteries throughout
my life’s journey of 86 years, I have recorded the psychological, emotional and
physical impact on the human and animal world.

Short & Sweet
Short and Sweet
From the gentle romance of 'Kissing Emily Baker', to the trials and tribulations of a
young English family setting out for a new life in 1920s Australia in 'The Group
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Settler's Wife', this collection contains fifteen stories of love, second chances and
new beginnings that will enthral Anna Jacobs' many fans and new readers alike.
Who would think a pelican could act as matchmaker? Enjoy a bachelors' and
spinsters' ball in the outback. Live with settlers to Western Australia in the 1920s,
Ever thought where those personal advertisements might lead? An attempt to
avoid Christmas leads to another sort of celebration. Have you ever wondered
what sparks an idea for a story? Well, Anna explains that with each of these tales.

Scrum - Short and Sweet
From Gale Gand, award-winning executive pastry chef and host of Food Network's
Sweet Dreams, more than 75 tempting desserts that are long on flavor . . . even
when you're short on time. From the Hardcover edition.

Stories Short and Sweet
Gale Gand's Short and Sweet
The Short Sweet Dream of Eduardo Gutierrez
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An easy way to brighten someone's lunchtime Small notes will put a smile on the
face of the recipient: These 75 tiny tear-out letters fold into adorably small
envelopes, sealed with enclosed stickers. Tuck into a kid's lunch box or tape onto a
loved one's baggie. Great way to help with early school jitters and a simple and
unexpected way to say, "I love you." Parents will love adding these small notes to
their children's lunches each day Created by Lea Redmond, the author of the
bestselling Letters to My series. Fans of What I Love About You Fill-in-the-Blank Gift
Journal, Read Me When boxes, and Mini Lunch Notes will love adding a short and
sweet note to their child's lunch or loved one's bag. Compact size, book measures
4½" by 3½" Makes a great gift for parents sending their kids off to school for the
first time

Little Letters for Lunch: Keep it Short and Sweet (Lunch Notes
for Kids, Letters to Kids, Lunch Notes Book)
These 75 tiny tear-out letters offer an easy and delightful way to express love.
Folded into adorably small envelopes and sealed with the enclosed stickers, they're
such a wonderful surprise when slipped into a loved one's pocket, shared with a
Valentine, or bringing good cheer to a close friend.

Short and sweet, by the author of 'The travelling sixpence'.
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Short and Sweet is an inspiring new anthology arranged to show how the short
poem, defined here as no longer than thirteen lines - and sometimes a lot shorter
than that - can tell a story, present a complex argument, and be packed with as
much passion, wisdom and music as any more extended piece of writing. In his
witty and instructive introduction, Simon Armitage, pace-setting poet of his
generation, encourages us to consider how poets over five centuries have used
brevity.

Microlearning
This volume provides a range of activities for students of English from lowerintermediate level upwards. It uses different types of short text, including
postcards, jokes, advertisements and letters, and provides procedures which can
be applied to 12 different types of short text.

Something Short and Sweet
There s a stinky stench in the fridge and our favorite foodie friends must solve a
smelly mystery! Inspector Croissant begs Sir French Toast and Lady Pancake for
help in finding the source of the foul odor. Could it be the devious Baron Von
Waffle? A fetid fish in Corn Chowder Lake? Featuring delectable wordplay there s
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even an actual red herring and delicious art, this tasty tale is a treat for kids!"

Short & Sweet
Short and Sweet
Lady Pancake and Sir French Toast
Short and Sweet
Following the principle to keep the explanations simple, this book is designed for
practitioners and Starters who want to work with Scrum as an agile Framework.
The book explains Scrum based on the Scrum-Guide in detail. Furthermore, we
have added practical examples from the field. Each chapter of the book ends with
a short summary on the most important elements of the Scrum Framework. The
book can also be used to prepare yourself for the Professional Scrum Master
Certification by Scrum.org.
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Short and Sweet Too
The love of Barack and Michelle Obama has inspired the world, and the poems
here in this book are destined to make you feel that same kind of love. The poetry
within this pages is designed to make you believe in love again. Each poem is short
and sweet, although love lasts forever.

Short and Sweet
Short and Sweet
Jerry Maren is perhaps the most famous little person alive. When he came from
Boston to California's Metro-Goldwyn Mayer studios to work as the Lollipop
Munchkin in 'The Wizard of Oz, ' he was just over three feet tall. 'Short and Sweet'
is his memoir of the sixty-plus-year career'from 'Superman' to 'Seinfeld'?in which
he carved out his own niche in Hollywood.

Little Letters of Love
The second in the Short and Sweet series, contains a collection of fiction and nonPage 12/16
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fiction on a variety of topics. They have two things in common: Each is about
something that matters deeply to the writer, and with few exceptions - proper
names and numbers - each is written using only one-syllable words or words of
fewer than six letters.

Short and Sweet on the Parsha
This comprehensive compendium of baking (more than 280 recipes!) is from Dan
Lepard, known for his much-loved food column in the U.K.'s Guardian newspaper.
Featuring new techniques and traditions, Short & Sweet showcases Dan's
impressive culinary expertise with such delectable treats as Bourbon Pecan
Brownies, Swedish Almond Cake, and Sugar-Crusted Pear Turnovers. From easy
breads and gluten-free essentials to classic desserts and light bites, this friendly
guide through the ins and outs of baking will earn a trusted place in the kitchen of
novice and expert bakers.

STORIES SHORT & SWEET
THE STORIES: A delightful collection of monologues for young actors, SHORT AND
SWEET explores subjects as diverse as bullies, first kisses, fat camp and diaries,
and even turns an unblinking eye towards that most vexing of questions--how you
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can lov

Lofdoc's Stories: Short and Sweet
See for yourself what happens when 69 writers break their attachment to multisyllable words. In one way or another all of their stories are powerful. And with a
few exceptions, the words are all one syllable.

Short and Sweet
The Short Sweet Dream of Eduardo Gutiérrez is a towering achievement by one of
America’s most respected journalists. A work of conscience that travels from San
Matías Cuatchatyotla, a small, dusty town in central Mexico, to the cold and wet
streets of Williamsburg, Brooklyn, this searing exposé chronicles the life and tragic
death of an undocumented worker, along with broader issues of municipal
corruption and America’s deadly and controversial border policy. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Something Short and Sweet
Winner of the Andre Simon Food Book Award 2011 The ultimate baking
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compendium from Dan Lepard, the country's foremost baking guru.
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